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DORKBOT, ANYONE?

Dorkbot, an organization of scientists,
engineers, artists and designers examine
electronic art created by peers. Page 12
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WE ARE SCIENTISTS

New-York based punky New Wave band We Are
Scientists (W.A.S.) talks about their new album,
With Love and Squalor. Page 17

Architecture students reach out to community
By Trevor Stittleburg
Staﬀ Writer

Curious children approached a
large neon green structure standing
in the atrium of the High Museum
of Art last Sunday, pushing and
Students volunteer at a workshop series sponsored by the
College of Architecture at the
High Museum. (Clockwise from
top) Shutida Srikanchana, an
Architecture major, helps a child
build a model museum. Tristan
Al-Hiddad, a lecturer in the College of Architecture, answers
questions. Lindsey Waters, a
third-year Architecture major,
makes bricks with a child. Evan
Watts, an Architecture major,
watches a child building a model
museum.

Photos by Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

pulling on the object and watch- wood blocks and these wood sticks,
ing it stretch and ﬂing back to its some colored, some not,” said Matt
Lewis, a graduate student in Aroriginal shape.
The structure is called “Space chitecture.
One child created a “sunlit”
Index,” and Tristan Al-Haddad, a
faculty member at the College of arched ceiling using a piece of
Architecture, designed it for the mesh.
“This gives [the kids] a chance to
High’s “Celebrate Architecture!”
be exposed to diﬀerent things. My
Family Day event.
The High came to the College son Justin likes math and architecof Architecture at Tech looking for ture has a lot to do with math, and
I wanted to show him the kinds of
volunteers to run the workshops.
The College of Architecture things he can do with that,” said
helped the High put on the event Lisa White, a parent attending the
and many undergraduate and event.
“[My favorite part is] just helpgraduate students volunteered, runing out, playing
ning workshops
with the kids.
designed for kids
We ta ke for
“[This event] shows
and parents to
granted that it
learn more about
to people who don’t
starts with kids
architecture.
putting things
usually associate
Al-Haddad’s
together spa“Space Index”
Tech with helping
tially. It shows
welcomed visito people who
the community that
tors to the event
don’t usually
and he explained
[we] reach out.”
associate Tech
that not only was
with helping
it “something
Evan Watts
the community
interactive and
ARCH major
that we [reach]
fun for the kids”
out,” said Evan
but also a demWatts, an Aronstration of his
research area, digital design and chitecture major who volunteered
for the event.
manufacturing.
In another workshop, focused on
“It’s focusing on methods of
fabricating intelligent form embed- showing kids 3-D designs, children
ded within the parts,” Al-Haddad drew on a large piece of paper on the
wall of the room, while volunteers
said.
In one workshop architecture from the IMAGINE lab (Interacstudents worked with kids who tive Media Architecture Group in
were building models with wood Education) traced over the drawing
in Rhino, a software program used
pieces.
Kids had colorful model-build- for 3-D modeling.
“Kids draw shapes on the wall
ing materials at their disposal to
construct miniature museums and and he’s extruding them into three
gallery rooms, complete with their dimensions,” said Phi Tran, a
third-year Architecture major and
own works of art.
“We have a lot of wood products a volunteer at the workshop.
“[I] thought it was great fun with
here: popsicle sticks, dipsticks,
notched popsicle sticks that they
See High, page 14
can ﬁt together like Lincoln logs,

Speaker explores porn prevalence at colleges
By Kristin Noell
Copy Editor

This past Monday, Feb. 13,
Tech hosted Michael Leahy and his
multimedia presentation Porn Nation—The Naked Truth. Campus organizations such as Campus Crusade
for Christ (CCC), the Interfraternity
Council and the Women’s Resource
Center sponsored the event.
The groups arranged the program
as a way “to inform students about
how [porn] aﬀects your life [and]
really talk about the consequences,”
said Marti Sanders, a full-time CCC
staﬀ member.
Leahy has recovered from what
he calls a “35-year relationship with
pornography,” which cost him a
15-year marriage, his relationship
with his two children and his business partner.
The Atlanta native has visited
around 50 campuses in the United
States and Canada before bringing
his program to Tech.
Although sidewalk chalkings
and posters for Porn Nation made
the event seem like a giant sex-fest,

By Matthew Bishop / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Michael Leahy speaks to students about pornography and its prevalence at an event titled Porn Nation
sponsored by the Campus Crusade for Christ, Interfraternity Council and Women’s Resource Center.

it was really about how sexual addiction can aﬀect a person.
The main question Leahy wanted
to answer was “How does porn affect us as individuals in the way we
view ourselves” and the way others
view us?
He addressed this question with
a combination of prepared video
segments and personal testimony
about his own problem with pornography.
The presentation started with a
video of students around the country sharing their thoughts on porn,
such as “It’s better than unsafe sex.”
When asked how many people they
thought used porn, the interviewees
responded anywhere between 30
and 99%.
Leahy came on stage and opened
with some background information
about the porn industry. It is a $57
billion a year business—200 new
adult websites open every day, there
are more adult bookstores in the U.S.
than McDonald’ses by a two to one
ratio and the industry releases around
See Nation, page 12
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Nation

from page 11

This portion of the program was
perhaps the most fascinating. Leahy
called the brain “the largest sex organ
in our body.”
According to Leahy, sex syndrome leads to the replacement
of dopamine, which is a chemical
related to pleasure, with the chemical oxytocin, which is released in
nursing mothers and when people
hug their relatives.
The body builds a tolerance to
dopamine because of continued and
increased exposure to porn; the user

11,000 videos a year, compared to
400 or 500 Hollywood titles released
in the same period of time.
According to Leahy, the deﬁnition of pornography is “any material
designed with the express purpose
of arousing you sexually;” while it
is “the result of a creative process,”
it lacks artistic value.
Many things that were once
considered pornographic are now
commonplace; advertisers use sex as
a tool to sell products, and because
television is most people’s primary
“[The event was]
information source, the increasing
sexualization of television aﬀects
a really cool
culture. Teenagers see an average of
presentation. [It]
14,000 sexual images or messages
every year.
really portrayed
His story is a sad one. He was
some non-religious
ﬁrst exposed to porn at the age of
11, when he saw another child’s
aspects porn has on
pack of playing cards adorned with
our culture [in a]
topless women.
non-confrontational
He said that he liked it but had
an opposing feeling to it; like most
[way].”
people, he decided to keep it a secret.
This was the beginning of 35 years
Ben Perry
of keeping his secret.
First-year CMPE major
“It was more than a sideline
thing or a novelty,” Leahy said. “It
was a relationship.” Because of his
addiction to porn, dating became a needs to ﬁnd more and more arousing
game to Leahy; the object was to get images to get the same “high,” just
as far as he could with women, who like any other addiction. They eventually have to pursue it to feel normal
he saw as sex objects.
At the base of his addiction, he instead of to feel the “rush.”
For a presentation aimed at colsaid, was a ﬂawed belief system,
which is what most counselors say. lege students, Porn Nation focused
Leahy developed what he calls “sex very little on the eﬀects of porn on
syndrome,” which is a “pathologi- the intended, assembled audience.
Leahy did brieﬂy mention his oncal state.”
line survey
for college
students at
Continued exposure
to
porno60204.34NewspaperAd2_v3.pdf
2/6/06
12:02:07 PM
graphic material causes an inverse mysexsurvey.com.
Two thirds of the 12,000 stuability to experience real intimacy,
dents that have responded to his
Leahy said.
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survey nationwide said that they
are often preoccupied with “sexual
or romantic fantasies.” How many
of those students are among the
18 to 20 million sexually addicted
Americans though?
Leahy had a four-minute break
worked into the program to allow
those who wished to leave before
the last section of the program,
which involved his spiritual beliefs,
to exit.
He spoke at length about how
ﬁnding God changed his life; the
final video was also about this
theme.
Porn Nation was a well-integrated
mix of personal testimony and informative video. The videos were full
of testimonies, including those of
former sex addicts, a former Playboy
playmate, a former prostitute and
several counselors.
Overall student response to the
program was positive. “I have a lot
of friends who invited me,” said
Rob Poppell, ﬁrst-year Architecture
major.
He was “interested in what the
speaker had to say, [because] I know
porn is a growing problem.” So how
was the program? “It was awesome,”
he said.
Ben Perry, a ﬁrst-year Computer
Engineering major, came to the
program “as a bible study event.”
He thought it was “informative” and
“stressed the importance of keeping
the negativity out of your life.”
Civil Engineering graduate student Kennan Crane also thought it
was “a really cool presentation.” It
“really portrayed some non-religious
aspects porn has on our culture” in a
“non-confrontational” way.
Porn Nation “made the issue
available to people who otherwise
wouldn’t ask questions about it,”
said Christy Crane.

Dorkbot introduces art, explores
creativity among engineers
By Hernando Jimenez
Contributing Writer

Ballet, microprocessors,
paintings, movement tracking
software, a classical symphonic
composition, a hijacked videogame console…while they
may not seem to have much in
common, all these elements go
hand in hand within the minds
of those attending dorkbot
meetings.
Dorkbot is an informal
monthly gathering of scientists,
engineers, designers, artists and
all others interested in various
forms of electronic art where
presentations of ongoing work
are given for peer review.
What started in New York
more than ﬁve years ago as an
eﬀort to foster creativity and
collaboration between experts
of diﬀerent ﬁelds is currently
a list of groups in over 45 cities
including London, Melbourne,
Rotterdam, Tokyo and Budapest.
The local group in Atlanta,
dorkbot-atl, is hosted by the
Georgia Tech Music Department and is coordinated by one
of its newest professors, Jason
Freeman. “There is fascinating
artwork occurring behind the
scenes in the sciences and engineering departments. Dorkbot
can provide a means for it to
surface,” Freeman said.
Students and faculty from

diﬀerent departments present
in the ﬁrst two meetings of the
Atlanta group reﬂect the wide
spectrum of backgrounds that
form dorkbot.
“A lot of the people that come
are like the students here at the
music department. We have
very diverse backgrounds, but
we are discovering how to make
them work together beyond any
paradigm,” Freeman said.
With a mostly technical
student body, some think that
Tech provides a unique environment for dorkbot to develop and
contribute towards the growth
of the community. “It’s going to
give some oxygen,” said Kevin
Quennesson, a graduate student
in Information Design and
Technology who presented at
the last dorkbot meeting.
“There are a lot of high-tech
tools and great talent [at Tech],
but there is a lot to be explored
if using these tools for purposes
diﬀerent to what they were intended for,” Quennesson said.
Others, like Hartmut Koenitz, a Ph.D. student in Literature, Communication and
Culture, recognize a major
challenge amidst their excitement and optimism.
“We work at the intersection
of humanities and technology. It
is very diﬃcult to overcome the
great division between these two
See dorkbot, page 16
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so to stop my hangover I need chalk and a briquette?
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Boobs are wonderful
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I want to see sexy action news
tigger yum yum
I drive the trashed silver ford ranger.......
The internet is for porn.
See page 22 for more Slivers!
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FACES AT GEORGIA TECH

WES WILSON

Computer Science alumunus

Beauty and the Geek contestant

PETER
LUDOVICE

Chemical Engineering professor
Comedian a.k.a ʻDr. Ludicrousʼ

By Emily Tate
Contributing Writer

Just take one look at Peter Ludovice’s
business cards with the infamous
picture of Albert Einstein sticking his
tongue out and his personality immediately becomes apparent. Ludovice
is an associate professor of Chemical
Engineering by day and a stand-up
comedian by night.
Most recently, Dr. Ludovice—or
“Dr. Ludicrous” as he is known on
stage (a nickname his students reportedly gave him in reaction to his high
expectations on grading in his classes)
performed his most well-known act

“Pocket Protectors and Other Fashion
Statements” at Atlanta’s Showcase Comedy
Club for the MIT Club of Atlanta.
Ludovice performs most often at locations in Atlanta such as the Academy
Theater and the Funny Farm Comedy
Club in Alpharetta; however, he has also
performed at many corporate functions
and comedy clubs nationwide.
“The corporate audiences just rule.
I think almost all comedians will agree
with that,” Ludovice said. Ludovice likes
to pride himself on being a nerd at heart
and often makes fun of chemical engineers
in his act.
See Ludo, page 16

Photos by Ayan Kishore / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

By Jane Wong
Contributing Writer

When Wes Wilson went out with
friends the night before he graduated
from Georgia Tech last August, he had
no idea that at a nightclub, he would
be approached with a life-changing
opportunity: “I work for the WB...I do
casting for Beauty and the Geek. Have
you ever heard of it?”
After encouragement from his friends
and family, the Computer Science graduate landed himself on the WB reality
show Beauty and the Geek, known as
a social experiment and produced by
Ashton Kutcher.
Everyone on the current season of
the show went to open casting calls,

but only Tech alumni Wes Wilson was
recruited.
“I guess I’m the only one who’s just
that geeky. It wasn’t until later I ﬁgured it
out...I was like, ‘You weren’t...looking for
geeks in the club,’ and she [the recruiter]
was like, ‘No, we were looking for beauties, but we got you.’”
The show’s premise puts eight gorgeous girls, known as the “beauties,”
and eight brainy but socially awkward
guys, known as the “geeks,” together,
all living in the same house. They are
paired oﬀ in teams, one beauty and one
geek, and in each episode. They compete
in various challenges to stay in the house.
These challenges usually test the geeks on
their social skills and pop culture and the
See Geek, page 15

Photos by Michael Skinner / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
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Architecture
department
conducts
workshops at
High Museum.
High

Continued from page 11

the kids getting messy,” said Joice
Emory, a parent at the event
whose daughter participated in
the workshops.
“She is studying architecture in her target class, and it’s
wonderful that this supports the
curriculum,” Emory said.
Emory expressed interest in
trying to get the workshops run
at her daughter’s school.
Around the corner in a diﬀerent room laughter could be heard
as kids built bricks using plaster
of Paris, and some examples of
the tools that architects use were
on display—including a drill bit
from the Advanced Wood Products Laboratory (AWPL) at Tech,
which is the only lab in the U.S.
with a three-axis router.
“We can write a program in
the computer lab, take stock
wood, and the machine will trace
out exactly what you told it to,”
explained Brandon Cliﬀord, a
ﬁfth-year Architecture student
to on-lookers.

Also on display were examples
of graduate studio projects.
“I know I did stuﬀ like this
when I was little. We’re using
plaster of Paris to make bricks. We
use it a lot and we wanted to show
them how we do things,” said
Jessica Wallace, an Architecture
major who was a volunteer.
“I just think having parents
working with kids and talking
about architecture and art, and
how they are seen in society, and
having fun doing it,” Wallace said
about the most important part
of the workshop.
“We’re always happy to engage
in outreach activities that help
demonstrate how architecture
can improve communities,” said
Ellen Dunham-Jones, director of
the College of Architecture.
“This event at the High was
particularly exciting, not only
because we partnered with such
a terriﬁc institution, but because
our students got to have so much
fun sharing their passion for
what they do with little kids and
families,” she said.
The three workshops oﬀered
were called “Inside out: The Art
of Architecture,” “Cool Tools
and Material Demonstration”
and “Designing Computer Automated Drafting Demonstration”
and were held in Greene Family
Education Center at the High
Museum.
The “Celebrate Architecture!”
Family Day accompanied the
“Celebrate Architecture!” exhibit currently at the High and
featured models from architect
Renzo Piano.
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By Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Visitors examine a display called “Space Index” by Tristan Al-Hiddad, a lecturer at the College of Architecture,
in the atrium of the High Museum as part of a workshop series sponsored by Tech on Sunday, Feb. 12.

Fall 2006 Housing Sign-up
Apply On-Line:
February 15 - March 1
When you live on campus, you’re steps
away from all that college life offers.
While convenience is often the number
one reason for living on campus, you’ll
ﬁnd we offer our students much more
than just a place to study and sleep.
A decision to live in Tech housing
means joining the nearly 6,700 new and
returning students who live on campus
and call it home.

www.housing.gatech.edu

ENTERTAINMENT

Geek

from page 13

beauties on their intellect and current
events. One team is eliminated at
the end of every challenge, and the
last team standing shares the grand
prize of $250,000.
Wilson’s geek stereotype on
the show is “Tracks Monkeys with
Lasers,” something he did while
here at Tech at the Borg Lab in the
College of Computing. Other geek
stereotypes include “Speed Chess
Champion,” “Rubik’s Cube Record
Holder” and “Dungeon Master.” The
beauties have stereotypes as well,
including “Model,” “Hairstylist”
and “Beer Spokesmodel” for Cher
Tenbush, an SMU graduate now
dating Wilson.
Many of the guys who hadn’t
seen the ﬁrst season downloaded the
episodes and studied, but Wes said
he went in without seeing any previous episodes and without knowing
what to expect.
The month-long experience on
the show turned out to be much more
rewarding than he or any of the other
cast members anticipated.
The stereotypes were the ﬁrst
border that everyone had to break.
Wilson appreciated the success
of the show in expanding everyone’s
horizons.
“You get past [the stereotypes]
pretty quickly....You kind of start
to pick up oﬀ each other. At ﬁrst,
the beauties were kind of separate
and had their own sense of humor,
and the geeks had ours. As it went,
they started to overlap where the girls
started quoting Carmen from South
Park, so we knew we were making
progress. We would talk about shopping. It’s kind of weird. And we’d
start learning about celebrity gossip
and celebrities’ kids and clothing
lines. It got scary there, a little too
successful! So yeah, we did ﬁt into
our stereotypes but there was common ground. Once you reach the
common ground, it’s like creating
a monster.”

Although Wilson went into the
show with personal goals to become
more conﬁdent and comfortable with
himself, the producers of the show
also had goals for each member of
the cast.
“We had producers observing our
actions twenty-four seven....They just
bring to your attention your ﬂaws.
In real life, no one talks to you and
no one says, ‘You know what, you
kind of have self-defeating behavior.
Look at what you did here; look at
what you did here. Can you explain
that?” Wilson said.
“They’re good at judging your
character pretty quickly and seeing
what you may need to improve on
in life,” he said.
Wilson and Tenbush both agree
that they were skeptical about the
cheesy things they heard before
going on the show, such as learning

life lessons and making life-long
friends.
“I heard, ‘You’ll remember your
life before the show and your life
after the show,’ and I remember
laughing at them in my head, going,
‘Whatever!’ and now we’re living
that,” Tenbush said.
Wilson and Tenbush became
good friends with Ankur, known as
“M.I.T. graduate” on the show, when
the three of them began staying up
late every night, talking, gooﬁng
oﬀ and calling themselves the “Late
Night Crew.”
Much of the bonding on the show
never makes it to air, however. What
does make the ﬁnal cut and is shown
to audiences is actually only 1% of
the total time they spent together
during ﬁlming, a number that Tyson, “Rubik’s Cube Record Holder,”
calculated for everyone.
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What is shown on air is often
one-sided and exaggerated, but both
Wilson and Tenbush felt that the
show’s producers did a good job on
casting and editing.
“They’re going to have to cut out
a whole lot of things. They might
exaggerate things by only showing
certain sides of people...but, you
kind of have to do that. We’re taking
both sides. [The producers] stayed
true [to everyone], but they still had
to do what they had to do to make
ratings,” Wilson said.
What producers knew would
help ratings was the unexpected
romance that developed between
Wilson and Tenbush during the
ﬁlming of the show.
They weren’t partners, but their
friendship and relationship grew
during the time they spent staying up
late talking every night. The show,

By Ayan Kishore / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Wes Wilson, a Tech alumnus, and Cher Tenbush, an SMU graduate, share a laugh over a magazine article.
They were both participants in current WB show Beauty and the Geek and are romantically involved.
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however, inaccurately portrayed the
two having a “wild night” in Vegas,
but Tenbush and Wilson get a kick
out of it.
Although some of the drama,
competition and tension are artiﬁcially built up through clever editing,
the changes all of the cast members
went through are genuine. Tenbush
accredits this to the producers who
follow and question each of the cast
members individually about certain
actions and behaviors.
“You’re forced to analyze yourself.
It’d be great if everyone had a week
or a month, if they were forced to
have a lot of time to think about
what they would improve about
themselves. You kind of have to
[change],” Wilson said.
“Honestly, the competition was
kind of weird. It got to the point
where it wasn’t like you were trying
to beat everybody else; you were
just trying to do your personal best.
And you really did better because of
everybody else,” said Wilson.
“I think I was pretty geeky before
the show. I have my geek credentials;
I did play with the Lego robots in
high school,” Wilson said.
“I don’t think being a geek means
you have to be antisocial… I think
there’s a lot of negative stereotypes
that go along with it, and hopefully
this’ll help push some of the positive ones and show that we to have
to ﬁt all the negative ones. Geek
is cool!”
Wilson also oﬀers hope to the
“geeks” at Georgia Tech who may
need a little help.
“Clubs and bars are not the place
to meet girls. Take your interests, ﬁnd
an [organization], get involved, go to
Tech events. Tech does a good job
of providing outlets to be social and
to meet people. It’s just a matter of
taking advantage of that.... I would
meet people from other schools. Stay
open-minded.”
The season is currently halfway
through its run, with only three
teams remaining. The show airs
on the WB on Thursday nights at
9 p.m.

Weekly Activities
Feature Movie:
“Chronicles of Narnia”

Friday, February 17
7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Tickets available next to the theater
entrance 30 minutes prior to show
time on the day of the movie. $2 with
Buzzcard, $3 without.

Music & Massage

Thursday, February 23
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Student Center Music Listening Room
Professional 10 minute FREE massage.
Sign-ups will start at 10:45 a.m.

Honk Your Horn for Popcorn!

Tuesday, February 28
Based on the classic novel by CS Lewis.
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Four London children are sent to a
Student
Center Commons Stage
professor's country home for protection
If
you
hear
a horn honking, come over
during World War II. There they ﬁnd a
and
grab
some free popcorn.
magic wardrobe which leads to a mystical
land called Narnia, which is being ruled While the horn is honking, the popcorn
by an evil witch. To defeat the Witch,
will be popping!
they must join forces with Aslan, the
Lion God of Narnia, and the great
Join in the FUN!!!
battle between good and evil.
Help plan events including concerts,
lectures, art shows, comedians, movies
and more. Past events include Sting Break,
Def Poetry Slam
Mitch Hedberg, Mo Rocca, "Shrek 2", and
Wednesday, February 22
the Murder Mystery Dinners.
7:30 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom
For more information or to join go to:
Third annual poetry slam featuring
www.fun.gatech.edu
artists seen on HBO.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL THESE EVENTS AND MORE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE: WWW.FUN.GATECH.EDU
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connected to a drawing arm and fed
signals from a camera recording the
drawings.
backgrounds,” Koenitz said.
“[Dorkbot] gives the general pubSteve Everet, a professor in the lic exposure to new art forms, new
Music department at Emory Univer- ways of expression and creativity to
sity, presented his work on oriental those with a technical background,
music (from Java) used in shadow and a way for all to try and ﬁgure out
puppet theater at the meeting.
what is art,” Bakkum said.
He used some visual and optical
As suggested by its very name
techniques and also composed and these groups are also about having
directed pieces in this ancient musical a good dose of fun. “It’s just a stupid
form while using state of the art au- name. It’s a way to be silly with a
dio technology
very serious eﬀort.
to manipulate
At the end you are
some of the
just trying to have
“[Dorkbot] gives
sounds to enfun...we even have
the general public
hance the overa dorkbot theme
all experience
song,” Freeman
exposure to new art
delivered to the
said.
forms, new ways
audience.
Whether alKristen
lowing tech-savvy
of expression and
Jarvis, an emstudents to express
creativity...”
ployee at the
themselves in new
Center of Pupways or attemptDoug Bakkum
petry Arts in
ing to close a space
Graduate student
downtown Atbetween humanilanta, attended
ties and technical
the meeting
studies, dorkbot is
when she heard that Everet was a fertile arena for interdisciplinary
presenting.
networking.
“I am very interested in Steve
“Collaboration between departEveret’s work...I couldn’t miss his ments pushes forward the academic
presentation,” Jarvis said.
fabric at Tech. Dorkbot is part of
So how do participants at dorkbot that eﬀort,” Freeman said.
attempt to close the gap between art
Dorkbot’s next meeting will be
and technology?
held in the Couch building on Mar.
This is the case of Doug Bakkum, 9 at 7 p.m. and will free and open
a Ph.D. student in the department to the public.
of Bioengineering and presenter
For more information about
at the next dorkbot meeting who dorkbot visit their website at http://
work involves researching neurons dorkbot.org/dorkbotatl/.
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“These young engineers, they
don’t appreciate a good vinyl pocket
protector, because not only does it
keep you from getting that big-ass
stain on your shirt, but in a pinch,
it’ll double as a condom...and I
know it’s kind of scratchy, so maybe
that’s why most of these people use
the engineer’s preferred mode of
birth control: their personalities,”
Ludovice said in one of his stand-up
performances in Sunnyvale, Ca.
Ludovice started performing
stand-up comedy routines when he
was 42, which he describes as part
of his midlife crisis. He has a PhD.
from MIT which he said actually
means “Mutants In Training” and
has done postdoctoral work for
familiar organizations such as IBM
and NASA. He describes his sense
of humor as well as his teaching style
as being most like that of famous
comedian George Carlin.
“I had to negotiate with my wife
a little bit about it, but she ended up
being very supportive about it....At
least I wasn’t going out and getting a
motorcycle or anything dangerous,”
Ludovice said.
Some might wonder why it is that
Ludovice decided to wait until his
40s to start a career in comedy.
“You know, all these 20-something year-old guys are pretty good,
but they don’t have as much life
experience to draw from....I can
draw inspiration from anything
such as my wife, my kids, my stu-

dents....Rodney Dangerﬁeld didn’t
start doing comedy until his 40s,”
Ludovice said.
In his stand-up acts about nerds,
Ludovice sometimes even references
an old joke that almost every Tech
female has heard at least once:
“Ladies, the odds are good, but the
goods are odd!”
Ludovice doesn’t just restrict
his performances to comedy clubs,
however. He has performed at Tech

“...I can draw
inspiration from
anything such as my
wife, my kids, my
students...”
Peter Ludovice

Chemical Engineering
professor

for events such as FASET and plans
to present lectures to incoming
Presidential Scholars on dealing
with professors, which is titled:
“Your Professor: Human or Alien
Spawn.”
Ludovice also has taught a
GT1000 course geared speciﬁcally
towards Chemical Engineering majors. Many of his jokes stem from
experiences with his students, especially from Tech students. He has
also become familiar with freshmen
speciﬁcally through the Department

of Housing as a Freshman Partner
(member of the faculty who works
with Peer Leaders in the Freshman
Experience dorms).
“I’ll try and start an 8 a.m. class
oﬀ with a few jokes in order to wake
everyone up a little bit, but the minute
I say anything, what do they do? They
write it down...and then there’s the
inevitable student in the front row
who asks if this is going to be on the
test,” Ludovice said.
For Women’s Awareness Month,
Ludovice is working with the Women’s Resource Center by hosting the
second annual Funny Girls Comedy
Show on March 31 at 8 p.m.
“The truth is that there are more
men in comedy than there are
women… My theory is that women
aren’t into a job where you essentially
make an ass out of yourself… I will
deﬁnitely be wearing my ‘Women
Kick Ass’ t-shirt,” Ludovice said.
He also said that his dialogue would
contain complaints about the shirt
making him look “fat.”
Ludovice has also been part of the
comedy acts scheduled at Under the
Couch in previous years. Ludovice
used this opportunity to bring a
sense of humor back to campus
in the midst of the stringent study
habits of most students.
According to Ludovice, Bill
Hunt a professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering has also
taken up the second job of stand-up
comedian. 1620 AM Radio Sandy
Springs features Ludovice and Hunt
together on a technical radio talk
show airing on Sunday mornings.
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